
Confirmation Level II 
WHAT IS CONFIRMATION 

“Christian initiation is accomplished by three sacraments 
together: Baptism which is the beginning of new life; 
Confirmation which is its strengthening; and the Eucharist 
which nourishes the disciple with Christ's Body and Blood 
for his transformation in Christ.” (Catechism of the 
Catholic Church, article 1275) 

Confirmation is the sacrament in which, through the laying 

on of hands, anointing with chrism, and prayer, those 

already baptized are strengthened by the Holy Spirit in 

order that they may steadfastly profess the faith and 

faithfully live up to their profession. Confirmation is not 

strictly necessary for salvation, but it is eminently 

important in contributing to Christian perfection and there 

is a grave obligation to receive it in due time.  

The Confirmation Rite is the ceremony by which a bishop, 

or priest delegated by him, confers the sacrament of 

confirmation on a baptized person. After invoking the Holy 

Spirit, the bishop extends his hands over the person to be 

confirmed as a symbol of the coming of the Spirit. Then he 

traces a cross on the person's forehead with blessed oil 

called chrism. At the same time, he calls the person by his 

name (either baptismal or new) and says, "[Name] be 

sealed with the Gift of the Holy Spirit." Thus, by 

confirmation a baptized Christian becomes permanently 

marked as a witness of Christ and is enabled to preserve, 

profess, and communicate the faith even (if need be) with 

the price of his blood.  
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“Commitment to all activities related to preparation is required. Consequently, youth 
will need to balance this commitment with their other obligations and make some 
adjustments to them during this preparation period.” 

Until 1910, Catholics were confirmed before their first 
reception of the Holy Eucharist. Pope St. Pius X lowered 
the age of First Communion to the age of discretion (also 
known as the age of reason) that year to encourage a more 
frequent reception of the Holy Eucharist and to promote 
the awareness and practice that the reception of Holy 
Communion was an integral part of the Mass rather than an 
exceptional experience.  

HOW DO WE PREPARE AT ICC? 

DID YOU KNOW? 

As mandated by the Diocese 
of Raleigh, Candidates are 
to be involved in a two year 
preparation process 
involving Remote and 
Proximate preparation. 
While Catholic schools 
provide education in 
theology, reinforce Catholic 
values, and promote 
practice of the Catholic 
faith, it is the parish 
community that is 
responsible for providing 
catechesis for the 
sacraments.  

A year of participation in 
the parish faith formation 
process constitutes the 
Confirmation Level I 
process – the year of 
Remote preparation. This 
year provides the 
foundation for sacramental 
catechesis that takes place 
during the Proximate 

preparation of Level II. 

The year of Proximate 
preparation - Level II, 
involves sessions for 
candidates and parents (or 
an adult companion), 
completion of stewardship 
opportunities, as well as 
participation in a 
Confirmation retreat. 
Candidates in Level II are in 
tenth grade or beyond. 

Commitment to all activities 
related to preparation is 
required. Consequently, 
youth will need to balance 
this commitment with their 
other obligations and make 
some adjustments to them 
during this preparation 
period. Generally, 
celebration of the sacrament 
will be conducted during the 
Easter season on a date 
designated by the bishop.  
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ELIGIBILITY REQUIREMENTS OF YOUTH 

At Immaculate Conception, our preparation stresses that 
the individual begins to acknowledge a personal 
commitment to a spiritual journey that will last a lifetime. 
Catechesis encourages this commitment by deepening each 
individual's understanding of the sacrament through 
formation sessions, by encouraging personal witness 
through social justice activity, participation in the parish's 
liturgical life, and by helping to enrich each candidate’s 
prayer life through retreats and other prayer experiences.  

Diocesan and Immaculate Conception requirements are 
fulfilled in a two-year preparation process which begins in 
high school.  In order to be eligible to enter Level II, or the 
Proximate Year of preparation, youth should meet the 
following requirements: 

 Candidates for Confirmation must be baptized and have 
received their First Holy Communion. 

 Candidates for Confirmation must be in the tenth grade 
or higher. 

 Candidates for Confirmation must have completed their 
Remote Preparation Year, or Level I, prior to their 
sacramental year. 

 Candidates for Confirmation must be registered for 
Faith Formation and meet the attendance requirements. 

 Candidates for Confirmation must be active in the 
parish’s liturgical life demonstrated in consistent 
attendance to weekend liturgies. 

 Candidates for Confirmation must be committed to the 
program and be willing to balance this commitment 
with the rest of their schedule. 

 Candidates for Confirmation must have regular contact 
with their sponsor.  

SACARAMENTAL 
CHARACTER 

To “be sealed with the gift of 
the Holy Spirit” imparts a 
sacramental character upon 
the confirmand that can 
never be repeated. It is 
ritualized in the sign of the 
cross with Sacred Chrism on 
the forehead of the 
candidate by the minister of 
Confirmation. Its historic 
roots are tied to the seal by 
which an owner branded his 
property. It was like a tattoo 
and was also connected to 
the seal made by authorities 
on official documents and 
wills. The early Fathers 
believed that Confirmation 
branded or sealed one as a 
sheep of the flock of Christ 
or as a member of the army 
of Christ. It was a 
permanent spiritual marking 
to verify the authenticity of 
the sender, God, and the 
binding relationship 
between sender and 
recipient.  

 

As parents and sponsors, 
addressing the sacramental 
character of Confirmation as 
a manifestation of God’s 
irrevocable love and 
commitment to the 
candidates is indispensable 
to candidates who live in 
and are influenced by a 
society that both struggles to 
believe in the power of 
endless love and 
commitment and is 
increasingly unaware of the 
insatiable desire of God to 
be in relationship with us.  
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CONFIRMATION 
LEVEL II 
SCHEDULE 
 

November 15 
Candidate & Parent 

Session 

 

February 7 
Candidate & Parent 

Session 

 

March 12 
Confirmation Day of 

Reflection 

 

April 3 
Candidate & Parent 

Session 

 

May 1 
Confirmation Liturgy 

Rehearsal 
 

May 14 
Confirmation Liturgy 

 

ATTENDANCE 

Attendance to Faith Formation sessions (TYM), 
Confirmation Preparation Sessions, and the Confirmation 
Retreat is mandatory. Failure to attend the required 
number of sessions will result in your child’s Confirmation 
being delayed until the following year. Our program does 
not offer make-up classes or alternative sessions. 

Since proper catechesis and study is required for the 
reception of the Sacraments, if your youth has three (3) 
unexcused absences from TYM Faith Formation sessions 
during a Sacramental year their preparation or reception 
will be delayed until the following year. Excused absences 
include illness or injury, family emergency, or custody 
arrangements.  

We are considerate of the 
fact that youth today are 
very busy with numerous 
commitments, but this 
process, too, is a 
commitment. If it is not a 
priority in your child’s 
life at this time, then we 
would respectfully 
suggest that your child 
consider waiting before 
pursuing Confirmation. 
This is not the only time 

that your child will be able 
to receive this sacrament, 
and it is not required that 
they receive the sacrament 
now. Confirmation should 
be celebrated at a time 
when your child truly 
wishes to commit the time 
and attention to this 
process. If now is not that 
time, your child’s decision 
will be treated with respect. 

SESSION SCHEDULE 

ATTENDANCE POLICY 

All Confirmation Preparation Sessions will take place from 
2:00–3:30 pm in Brisson Hall of the De Sales Faith 
Formation Building or the Church. On the days that a 
Confirmation Prep Session is scheduled, candidates do not 
attend regular faith formation (TYM). Youth should arrive 
on time and are expected to attend the entire session in 
order to be considered present. 

These scheduled sessions parents and/or sponsors will be 
asked to attend and participate in their child’s formation. 
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Usually after the Advent season, every candidate is to 
attend an interview with our pastor, Fr. John McGee. These 
interviews are done in a group setting and are preceded by 
an introductory letter the candidates write to the priest. 
These interviews are scheduled by the pastor as his 
schedule permits, and for that reason candidates must 
make every attempt to keep their scheduled time as 
rescheduling may not be an option. 

Interviews are only conducted for those candidates who 
have turned in all of their required paperwork to date. Any 
candidate with outstanding required forms will not be seen, 
and so deadlines should be honored. In the event a 
candidate, parent, or guardian is having trouble obtaining 
information or forms they should contact the Youth 
Minister as soon as possible.  

In order to be considered a 
part of the Confirmation 
Program at Immaculate 
Conception, candidates and 
parents must attend the 
required sessions and 
meeting.  

The deadlines for 
paperwork are very 
important. This allows 
Immaculate Conception, the 
Cape Fear Deanery, and the 
Diocese of Raleigh the time 
needed to process and 
prepare the administrative 

portion of this Sacrament. 
In the following pages of 
this booklet you will find a 
listing of required forms 
and information as well as 
their deadlines. We ask that 
you please turn in this 
information as soon as 
possible as it will allow us 
ample time to prepare. 

A delay in receiving the 
required paperwork could 
result in a delay of your 
child receiving their 
Sacrament. 

CANDIDATE LETTER & INTERVIEW 

ADMINISTRATIVE REQUIREMENTS 
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“These interviews are done in a group setting and are preceded by an introductory 
letter the candidates write to the priest.” 



You will need to provide a copy of your child's baptismal certificate that has been 
issued within the last year. If you do not have a copy, you can contact the parish in 
which they were baptized and request one. This is done to ensure that the accurate 
address for the parish of baptism is on file for proper notification.  

Families occasionally have a hard time obtaining a copy depending on where and when 
their child was baptized - especially with church closings and consolidations in the 
north. If you are encountering difficulties, please let the parish know. 

 If your child celebrated First Eucharist at ICC and you provided a copy then, we will 
need another copy as we do not have the facilities to keep hard copies of these records 
for an extended period of time, and we need to confirm the accurate address is used. 

SPONSOR TESTIMONY FORM 

BAPTISMAL CERTIFICATE 

Each candidate is required to have their sponsor fill out the Confirmation Sponsor 
Testimony Form for the Diocese of Raleigh. This form must be signed by the pastor 
and stamped with the seal of the parish that their Sponsor is presently registered at 
and attending. This form must be returned to Immaculate Conception Parish before 
the candidate is eligible to be confirmed. Because of the eligibility requirements of a 
Sponsor, some families have found this a lengthy process. Please consider your 
sponsor carefully. 
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LETTER TO THE PASTOR 

This introductory letter is written by the candidates to our pastor, Fr. John McGee. 
This is their opportunity to tell a little about themselves, express why it is they wish to 
be Confirmed, ask any questions, or share any reservations they may have.  Letters 
may be handwritten or typed and should be placed in an envelope with the youth's 
name printed neatly on the outside when turned in.  

As candidates complete their Stewardship requirement for Confirmation, they 
should complete the Stewardship Opportunity form and turn it in. We ask that you 
turn in the sheets as you complete the project rather than wait to turn them all in 
by the deadline. This way we are able to track our youth's progress on this 
requirement and make available additional projects to those who might be 
struggling to find those that fit their skills and interests.  

STEWARDSHIP PROJECT FORM 



“The sponsor is a living witness and mentor who represents the Christian community 
(its values, beliefs, behaviors, and so on) to the candidate.” 

A sponsor can make an enormous difference in the 
preparation of a candidate for the Sacrament of 
Confirmation. It is important, therefore, that the candidates 
are encouraged to choose sponsors who are well suited to 
the role and who will be integral to the preparation process. 
The Church’s tradition of involving a sponsor in the 
preparation of candidates for the Sacraments of Christian 
Initiation is one of our most ancient approaches to faith 
formation. 

The sponsor is a living witness and mentor who represents 
the Christian community (its values, beliefs, behaviors, and 
so on) to the candidate. The sponsor should, in turn, 
witness to the community on behalf of the candidate’s 
readiness for the initiatory sacraments.  The role of a 
sponsor is not over with the celebration of the sacraments, 
however. It should be seen as a lifetime commitment, a 
relationship that will last throughout the individual’s 
journey of faith. 

It is preferred that the 
sponsor chosen for 
Confirmation be the same 
as the Baptismal godparent. 
If this is not possible, then 
another individual may be 
chosen. Sponsors must be at 
least 16, have received the 
sacraments of Baptism, 
Confirmation and 
Eucharist, not be the father 
or mother of the one to be 
confirmed, and be in good 
standing with the Catholic 
Church. 

Each candidate is required 
to have their sponsor fill out 

the Confirmation Sponsor 
Testimony Form for the 
Diocese of Raleigh. This 
form must be signed by the 
pastor and stamped with 
the seal of the parish that 
their Sponsor is presently 
registered at and attending. 
This form must be returned 
to Immaculate Conception 
Parish before the candidate 
is eligible to be confirmed. 
If you are having difficulties 
identifying a Sponsor, 
please let the parish know 
so we can assist you. 

ROLE OF A SPONSOR 

SPONSOR ELIGIBILITY 
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Christian Stewardship at its core is the heartfelt belief that all we have is a blessing 
from God - every breath we take, every loved one, every freedom, every talent and 
ability, every material possession and every natural element in our environment. 
Though we will inevitably face challenges and hardships during our lifetime, those who 
maintain a steward's perspective find peace and contentment in what they have rather 
in what they do not have. Appreciating how gifted they are by God, Christian Stewards 
give of themselves in proportion to their many blessings. This is the ultimate lesson of 
stewardship: that a human being is not owner but only custodian of God's gifts in this 
world, to use them and produce with them the fruits of eternal life.  

STEWARDSHIP REQUIREMENTS 

STEWARDSHIP 

Rather than having the focus on youth performing hours, ICC is encouraging that those 
preparing for the sacrament to focus on opportunities in which they will work from 
start to finish on particular projects. The goal is that youth will come to take ownership 
over their work and faith by seeing the fruits produced from the gifts the Spirit has 
blessed them with. 

Each youth will be responsible for completing a minimum of two projects. One of 
these projects must be done in conjunction with Immaculate Conception Parish, and 
one must be done for their greater community. These stewardship requirements are a 
commitment that must be met completely in order for them to be counted towards the 
requirements of Confirmation.  

Stewardship opportunities are counted for community service projects and events in 
the parish and local community. Service in any ministry at Immaculate Conception is 
counted as a project as long as there is active participation for the entire year or longer. 
If you have a question as to whether an opportunity or project will be counted, please 
contact the Youth Minister for clarification.   
The Confirmation Preparation Program is often called upon to offer support to various 
ministry projects at Immaculate Conception. These opportunities will be passed on to 
the youth in our program via guest speaker invitations, fliers, emails, or phone calls. 
Following this, you will find a few upcoming opportunities that youth are encouraged 
to participate from start to finish in. Youth are also encouraged to look outside of their 
parish community, to identify a need, and work to fill it.  

Upon completion of each project, youth will be responsible for turning in a completed 
Stewardship Opportunity Form. You are asked to ensure that your youth turns in these 
forms as they complete them rather than wait until all are finished. This way we 
are able to track our youth's progress on this requirement and make available 
additional projects to those who might be struggling to find those that fit their skills 
and interests.  
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Blessing of the Animals, October 3, 2015 
Youth are needed for set-up, reading at the service, and clean-up. 
 
Life Chain, October 4, 2015 
Families will stand and pray in the Life Chain along with others from ICC. 
 
Parents Night Out, December 18, 2015 
Youth are needed for set-up, leading games and activities, and clean-up. 
 
Love My Life Rally, January 16, 2016 
Youth will attend the youth rally before the March for Life in Raleigh. 
 
Souper Bowl of Caring, January 31, 2016 
Youth are needed to sort, count, and pack collected cans. 
 
Living Stations of the Cross, February 26, 2016 
 Youth are needed to read, pantomime, and run spotlights for this parish prayer 
service. There are two rehearsals. 
 

Additional opportunities will be added through-out the year. These opportunities will 
be passed on to the youth in our program via guest speaker invitations, Facebook 
updates, emails, and/or phone calls. 
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STEWARDSHIP OPPERTUNITIES 

CONFIRMATION RETREAT REQUIREMENT 

The Diocese of Raleigh requires that a Day of Reflection be included in the Proximate 
Year (Level II) as a way to deepen the candidate’s relationship with God and to develop 
community among the candidates through an experience of prayer, reflection and 
fellowship.  

ICC will offer a Reflection date for our youth, and may possibly join with one or more 
parishes in the Cape Fear Deanery for this event. 

As this is a Diocesan requirement, attendance to the Day of Reflection is mandatory. 
Alternative dates may not be available, and so families are encouraged to keep the 
assigned date free from conflicts. 

Because they are preparing to receive a sacrament of the Church, candidates should 
also take the opportunity to celebrate the Sacrament of Reconciliation. While every 
endeavor will be made to make this available at the Day of Reflection, this may not be a 
possibility. Therefore families are encouraged to  attend either the Communal 
Reconciliation services held during Advent and Lent or personal Reconciliation on 
Saturday afternoons in the church. 

Retreat Date: Saturday, March 12, 2016 9:00 am—12:00 pm 



Candidate Letter to Fr. John due by: December 13, 2015 

Baptismal Certificate due by:   February 7, 2016 

Sponsor Testimony Form due by:   February 7, 2016 

Interview with Fr. John done on:   TBD, 2016 

Confirmation Retreat:   March 12, 2016 

Stewardship Opportunities due by: April 3, 2016 

Confirmation Rehearsal:    May 1, 2016 at 3:00 pm at ICC, Wilmington 

Confirmation:    May 14, 2016 at 11:00 am at ICC, Wilmington 

IMPORTANT DATES 

□ Baptismal Certificate turned in 

□ Contacted the Sponsor to complete a Sponsor Eligibility Form from the Diocese. 

□ Confirmed that ICC has received the Sponsor information 

□ Written and turned in a introductory letter to Fr. John 

□ Attended the interview with Fr. John 

□ Attended a Reconciliation service 

□ Turned in all of the Stewardship requirements 

CHECKLIST 



Before looking at the pros and cons of choosing “confirmation names”, it would be 
helpful to reflect on names in a more general human and religious context, particularly 
in the context of the name used at baptism. 

Personal names are often taken for granted, yet parents often spend many hours 
deliberating when choosing a name for a newborn.  Sometimes a child is named to 
honor a relative, and sometimes a child is named after a saint held in high esteem by 
the family.  Sometimes a person has a special “nickname” used only by close 
relatives.  Whatever the origin of our names, they become part of our history and our 
identity. 

Names are important in our religious tradition as well.  The prophet Isaiah, speaking 
in God’s name, proclaims to King Cyrus, “it is I, the Lord . . . who call you by your 
name” (Isaiah 45:3-4).  After the resurrection, it was only when Jesus called Mary 
Magdalene by name that she recognized him (John 20:16). 

Our names are used at our baptism and become part of our religious history.  For many 
centuries it was customary to use only the names of saints at baptism, but the 
baptismal rite now permits other names as long as they are not incompatible with 
Christian faith, and the Rite of Christian Initiation of Adults provides a rite for the 
catechumen to receive a “Christian” name for baptism (RCIA, #202). 

Since confirmation is now seen in relationship to baptism, any discussion of a 
“confirmation name” must be placed in the context of the relationship of confirmation 
to baptism.  Confirmation is seen as a “seal” of the faith and grace given in 
baptism.  The current rite of confirmation tries to link the celebration of this sacrament 
of initiation to baptism, and thus, for example, recommends that the “sponsor” for 
confirmation be the baptismal godparent when possible (Introduction to the Rite of 
Confirmation, #5) and includes a formal renewal of baptismal promises after the 
homily. 

Since the rite contains no specific directive otherwise, it presumes that those to be 
confirmed will be addressed by the name at their baptism. 

Choosing a separate confirmation name has been a centuries-old custom for those 
baptized as infants but confirmed later.  But this practice emphasizes a separation 
between the two sacraments that is at variance with our renewed understanding of the 
inter-relationship of baptism, confirmation and eucharist as the three sacraments of 
Christian initiation.  And although popular in many places, a “confirmation name” is 
nowhere mentioned in either the former rite or the current rite; neither is it mentioned 
in either the old or new Code of Canon Law.  

Thus there is no obligation to use a name at confirmation that is different from the 
name given at baptism, although the local bishop may find the older custom 
appropriate for education and inspirational purposes. 

We do find references to the “confirmation names” in the history of the church.  For 
example, Saint Adalbert (tenth century) actually received the name “Adalbert” at his  

CHOOSING A CONFIRMATION NAME 



confirmation.  Under the guidance of Saint Charles Borromeo (sixteenth century), a 
diocesan council in Milan recommended that someone whose name was “unbecoming 
for a Christian” should receive another at confirmation.  But this good advice was 
never an absolute requirement and does not address the situation of someone’s 
baptismal name being that of a canonized saint. 

Taking a new name can be symbolic of a new stage in life, and we must remember that 
there is a biblical history of individuals whose names changed: Abram to Abraham, 
Jacob to Israel, Simon to Peter, and Saul to Paul.  This precedent was one reason 
members of many religious orders chose “religious” names when pronouncing 
vows.  But the celebration of confirmation is a time to reaffirm one’s baptism and thus 
should not be seen so much as a new stage of Christian life but as an opportunity to 
deepen the graces of baptism. 

Celebrating the sacrament of confirmation can be an opportunity for candidates to 
reflect on what baptism and union with Christ should mean in their lives.  It can also 
be an occasion for the candidates to reflect on how they should live out their baptismal 
commitment in the future, imitating the holy men and women of previous ages. 

There may, however, be appropriate and pastoral reasons for someone to choose 
another patron saint and use this saint’s name when being confirmed.  This name, 
freely chosen and reflecting the candidate’s devotion to a saint, can be a sign of 
commitment to living as a Christian in today’s world under the patronage of someone 
they admire.  Ideally, such a confirmation name would be used in addition to the 
baptismal name, not in place of it, and would be the name of a saint to whom the 
person being confirmed has a particular devotion.  On the other hand, for most 
individuals, using the baptismal name alone can be a powerful reaffirmation of who 
they are as Christians. 

The decision to choose a special patron (and name) at confirmation or to honor the 
name received at baptism should always be considered a secondary aspect of the 
celebration.  What is ultimately being celebrated is God’s commitment to each baptized 
Christian through the gift of the Holy Spirit, a reality that should never be 
overshadowed, no matter what name is used! 

 

Dennis C. Smolarski; Liturgy Training Publica ons; Liturgy 90, April 1999 


